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Abstract 

The contemporary security challenges in the country are: the Niger-delta crises that resulted 
in gang warfare among youths which almost brought the economy of the country to its knees; 
the boko- haram bombings in the Northern part of the country; kidnappings taking place in all 
parts of the country. All these are linked to youth restiveness, youths are filled with energy and 
when this energy is positively channeled or guarded, they are highly productive, and hence 
they are likely to contribute to the overall development of the society. On the other hand, when 
the energy is negatively channeled, restiveness and its resultant effects are likely to be felt. 
The paper,  analyses documents, articles, findings, policy documents etc,. The Paper 
concluded that Technical and Vocational Education is the solution to unemployment, this type 
of education has many trades that come under it, as identified by the Federal Ministry of 
Education, the thirty four (34) trades are capable of empowering youths with skills so that at 
the end, they are self-employed and may be employers of labour. Lastly, it was recommended 
that the Federal Government in conjunction with the various State Governments should 
provide infrastructural facilities, equipment and tools in the senior secondary schools across 
the country to ensure the implementation of the developed senior secondary 
trade/entrepreneurship curriculum. 
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In recent times the Nigeria society is facing some difficulties,  such as security challenges in 
the country. There is increasing rate of crimes such as armed robbery, terrorism, kidnapping, etc. 
These crimes have become a treat to the continued existence of Nigeria as a nation. For instance, the 
Niger-delta crises that resulted in gang warfare among youths which almost brought the economy of 
the country to its knees; the boko haram bombings in the Northern part of the country; kidnappings 
taking place in all parts of the country. 

The security challenges have complicated problems of corruption, poverty and unemployment 
that are so high in the society. Some bad elements among the security personnel use the situation to 
extort money from the citizens, commercial vehicle owners have to give gratifications on the roads 
before they are allowed to carry out their business. The number of poor people are increasing, who 
can hardly feed themselves and unemployment is also increasing, because some businesses are 
collapsing, many are thrown out of their jobs. 

The paper analyses documents, articles, findings, policy documents etc, and brings out areas 
where technical and vocational education will create employment opportunities so that security 
challenges shall be eliminated in the society.  
 
Contemporary Security Challenges in Nigeria 

Militancy and Terrorism Schmid (1998)  in  Okoli and Iortyer (2014) pointed out  that it is an 
anxiety inspiring method of repeated violent action, employed by semi clandestine individuals, groups 
or state actors for idiosyncratic, criminal or political reasons. 

The Niger-delta crises that resulted in gang warfare among youths, which almost brought the 
economy of Nigeria to its knees, arose in the 1990's over tensions between the foreign oil corporations 
and a number of the Niger-delta's minority ethnic groups who felt they were being exploited. The 
militants who were mostly youths alleged that the oil-rich region had been neglected and dishonored 
for decades, rendering youths unemployed and without any means of lively hood. Prior to the amnesty 
granted to the militants, there were not just pervasive conflicts, violence and insecurity, but a 
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breakdown of social and political order and an increasing difficult governing of the region. The crisis 
cut crude oil output by about 40% between 2003 and 2004 and about 33% in early 2006. In April 
2004, Shell Petroleum Development Company (SPDC) cut production by about 370,000 bpd in the 
Western Delta region. Since 2006, SPDC has cut down production capacity to about 2mbpd (Esira 
and Micheal, 2013). 

The Boko haram is a jihadist movement that has the same ideology as all other Salafist 
Jihadist movements such as al-Qaeda, the Taliban, and al-Shabab. This movement  want to establish 
an emirate, an Islamist radical state. The movement launched its offensive in 2009 after the killings of 
its leader, the movement has killed hundreds of lives in bombing and shootings mostly in Northern 
Nigeria (Mudock, 2012). 

Kidnapping is an act of taking away a person against the persons will, usually for ransom or 
in furtherance of another crime. It is employed by Niger-delta militants to kidnap foreign oil workers 
to press home their demand. This ugly trend has spread all over the country, victims are  no longer 
only foreign oil workers but include parents, grandparents and toddlers and about anyone who has a 
relative that could be blackmailed in to coughing out ransom. Now, militants, terrorists, armed 
robbers and politicians are involved in it (Adibe, 2009).  Boko-haram insurgents kidnapped students 
of Government Secondary School Chibok about two hundred and seventy six of them in April 2014, 
some of these girls escaped from their abductors, while majority were in captivity.  

Ethno-religious crisis for sometime is threatening peace and tranquility in the country and it is 
on the increase across the country. Some of these crisis are the Maitatsine in Kano, Maiduguri and 
Yola in 1980, 1982 and 1984 respectively. Adebayo (2010) opined that most of the ethno-religious 
crisis paved way for merciless killings of human beings, just like the Jahilliyyah period. The intra-
religious riot was said to have claimed more than 4,177 lives. In all parts of the country communal 
crisis have become rampant such as between Tivs and Jukuns, Hausa/Fulani's and Sayawas, 
Modakeke crisis, Jos crisis, Shagamu crisis to mention a few.  

One more security challenge in the country is that of armed robbers which hold up towns to 
ransom for hours as if in stubborn defiance. During the robbery attack on homes, markets and banks, 
many innocent people are killed while lots of money are carted away. In fact the act  of ritual killings 
are on the increase. The sad killings and ritual murders of innocent victims are widely seen and 
witnessed frequently, where human lives are constantly wasted in the quest for monetary gains and 
other perishable vanities. 

Youths are filled with energy and when this energy is positively channeled or guarded, they 
are 
highly productive, and hence they are likely to contribute to the overall development of the society. 
On the other hand, when the energy is negatively channeled, restiveness and its resultant effects are 
likely to be felt. 

Youth restiveness may be instigated by a number of factors. Unemployment in Nigeria 
increased from 3.8% in 2006 to 4.2% in the first half of 2011. The structural unemployment resulted 
in talents not being used where they are available, hence idle mind is said to definitely the devil’s 
workshop. Similarly,  psychological variables and deprivation are the basic products of conflict and 
restiveness of any kind. The more widespread and intense deprivation is among members of a 
population, the greater is the magnitude of violence in one form or the other. In the foregoing 
therefore, one can argue that the unequal socio-economic development of the various ethnic groups in 
Nigeria led to inter ethnic and intra-ethnic conflicts ( Chukwuemeka 2008  in Ihuoma and Ikpa  2013). 
 
Concept Clarifications: 
Security and National Security 

Security has been seen as a situation where a person or thing is not exposed to any form of 
danger or risk of physical or moral aggression, accident, theft or deterioration. Several security 
specialists are of the opinion that the concept of security has always been connected with the 
protection and continued existence of the state and its citizens from harm or destruction or from 
dangerous threats. Those ideas generally grasp that the state is the only institution with the primary 
responsibility and power for the safety of its territory and its people (Zabadi, 2005). National security 
is the requirement to maintain the survival of the state through the use of economic, diplomatic, power 
projection and political power. Consequently, in order to possess national security, a nation needs to 
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possess economic security, energy security, environmental security, etc. Ways taken to ensure 
national security include: using diplomacy to rally allies and isolate threats; marshalling economic 
power to facilitate or compel cooperation; maintaining effective armed forces; implementing civil 
defense and emergency preparedness measures (including anti-terrorism legislation); ensuring the 
resilience and redundancy of critical infrastructure; using intelligence services to detect and defeat or 
avoid threats and espionage, and to protect classified information; using counterintelligence services 
or secret police to protect the nation from internal threats ( Anyadike, 2013). 
 
Technical and Vocational Education 

Vocational and Technical education is a comprehensive term referring to the education 
process when it involves, in addition to general education, the study of technologies and related 
sciences and the acquisition of practical skills and knowledge relating to occupations in various 
sectors of economic and social life. The broad educational goals of vocational and technical education 
distinguish it from vocational training which is directed to developing the particular skills and related 
knowledge required by a specific occupation or group of occupations. 
Olaitan (1996) defined Technical Education as the brand of Education designed to develop practical 
skills, abilities, understanding, attitudes, work habits, appreciation encompassing knowledge and 
information needed by workers to enter and make progress in a vocation in a useful and productive 
basis. 

Technical Education is the training in technical subjects or areas of vocation to acquire both 
theoretical and practical knowledge as well as skills in preparation for gainful employment  (Osuala, 
1999). 

Technical Education may be defined in terms of the training given in order to advance an 
individual’s general proficiency especially in relation to his present or future occupations. It is also 
seen as systematic learning experiences, which are designed to prepare an individual for gainful 
employment (Okorie, 2001).  

The National Policy on Education (2004) defined Technical Education as that aspect of 
education which leads to the acquisition of practical and applied skill as well as basic knowledge. 
Likewise, United Nation Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization (2007) defined it as a 
comprehensive term referring to those aspects of the educational process involving the acquisition of 
practical skills, attitudes, understanding and knowledge relating to occupation in various sectors of 
economic and social life.  
 
Objectives of Technical and Vocational Education 

The objectives of vocational and technical education as specified in the National Policy on 
Education (2004) are: 
(i) to provide trained manpower in applied science, technology and commerce particularly at 
sub-professional grades. 
(ii) to provide the technical knowledge and vocational skills necessary for agricultural, 
industrial, commercial and economic development. 
(iii) to provide people who can apply scientific knowledge to the improvement and solution 
of environmental problems for the use and convenience of man; 
(iv) to give an introduction to professional studies in engineering and other technologies; 
(v) to give training and impart the necessary skills leading to the production of craftsmen, 
technicians and other skilled personnel who will be enterprising and self-reliant, and 
(vi) to enable our young men and women to have an intelligent understanding of the 
increasing complexity of technology. 
 
Ways to Curb Security Challenges through Technical and Vocational Education 

Youths have been identified to be more likely to be enticed to acts that are of security 
challenges to the society if left with nothing to do in the society. Therefore, the current trend in 
vocational and technical education in Nigeria is that, this type of education will equip it's graduates 
with skills in areas of their trade and that is known as entrepreneurship education.  Balogun (2013) 
attested that young people particularly the secondary school leavers in industrialized nations go 
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through vocational and technical education that prepares them for the world of work and thus they 
form one of the greatest investments for sustainable societal development.   

The Federal Ministry of Education (2011) developed a senior secondary 
trade/entrepreneurship curriculum in thirty four (34) trade subjects as part of the drive to promote 
skills development and entrepreneurship among secondary school students, these trades are: 
1. Auto Body Repair and Spray Painting 
2. Auto Electrical Work 
3. Auto Mechanical Work 
4. Auto Parts Merchandising 
5. Air Conditioning /Refrigeration 
6. Welding and Fabrication Engineering Craft Practice 
7. Electrical Installation and Maintenance Work 
8. Radio, TV and Electric Work 
9. Block laying, Brick Laying and Concrete Work 
10. Painting and Decoration 
11. Plumbing and Pipe Fitting 
12. Machine Woodworking 
13. Carpentry and Joinery 
14. Furniture Making 
15. Upholstery 
16. Catering and Craft Practice 
17. Garment Making 
18. Textile Trade 
19. Dying and Bleaching 
20. Printing Craft Practice 
21. Cosmetology 
22. Leather Goods Manufacturing and Repair 
23. Keyboarding 
24. Data Processing 
25. Store Keeping 
26. Book Keeping 
27. GSM Maintenance 
28. Photography 
29. Tourism 
30. Mining 
31. Animal Husbandry 
32. Fisheries 
33. Marketing 
34. Salesmanship 
 
Employment opportunities in Technical and Vocational Education  
The above listed identified trades in fields of Agriculture Education, Business Education, Fine and 
Applied Arts, Home Economics and Technical Education are areas which youths can be trained, 
thereby empowering them with skills to become self-employed, such as: 
� Auto Body Repair and Spray Painting: This is an act of repairs carried out on vehicles to 
mend scratches, scuffs and dents to vehicle damage as well as damage caused by collision and major 
accidents. It also involves spray painting to the body of the vehicle worked on, so that it will look nice 
and be prevented from corrosion. This can be started with little amount of money as far as the 
required tools are available such as: welding machine, hammers, soldering iron, sheet metals, blasting, 
sand paper, buffing and polishing materials.  
� Air Conditioning & Refrigeration: A refrigeration mechanic is mainly responsible for the 
maintenance and repair of refrigeration systems in commercial buildings, residential homes and health 
facilities. This type of work involves the use of special equipment and tools to install the refrigeration 
system as well as its side-lines, obeying manufacturer instructions and blueprints. Refrigerator 
components must be connected to power sources, ducts and refrigerant lines. After installing these 
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components, the refrigerator mechanic tests the unit to ensure that it is functioning properly. This is a 
well paid job in government and private organizations, while those who wish to establish private 
business can do so with obtaining the basic tools and equipment required to carry out the job (North 
Michigan University, 2014). 
� Animal Husbandry: It is the action of rearing domestic animals mainly for profitable 
purpose, it includes cattle, sheep, goat, poultry rabbits, pigs, camels, etc,. Animal husbandry is a 
profitable venture that one can go into as a business. Animals could be exported out life or 
slaughtered as meat to foreign countries thus, the business man and the country will earn foreign 
exchange. Micro livestock farming involves the production/farming of little known animals with 
promising economic future (Balogun, 2013). 
� Fish Farming: Fish farming is growing at about 6.5% per year globally. It involves raising 
fish commercially in tanks or enclosures or in ponds for human food (Merriam-Webster Dictionary, 
2015). Catfish farming in Nigeria as a business can be started with as much amount of money as you 
have. Initial capital is needed for the construction of the pond, for acquiring land and buildings if it is 
not self owned, labour, licensing and equipment. Running costs include cost of feeds, getting 
fingerlings, fuel/electricity.  
� Garment Making: It is an act of making cloth using various equipment and tools. It is a very 
lucrative business. Building a successful clothing business means great work and dedication, to 
achieve this you need to have a systematic plan, creative ways in which to promote it and make your 
products loved by your target clients. 
� Photography: A professional photographer is probably to take photographs and to make 
money  through the display, sale or use of those photographs. He may be an employee of a newspaper, 
or may be  a personal owner of the business. Photographers use cameras to capture images. However, 
there are various types of photography, including scientific and aerial photography, and photographers 
may work in a variety of settings, ranging from photographic studio-based. While some photographers 
work in the field; others are studio-based. Some photographers work full time, many work on a part-
time basis, and their workload may vary depending on the season. The photographer requires some 
equipment and tools to work with, these include: camera flash and lighting; camera lens; camera lens 
filter; photography light reflector and scanner. 

These equipment and tools could be purchased with little capitals which could be a loan from 
bank or may be grant by Government agency or a Non-governmental organization.  
 
Conclusion  

The security challenges in Nigeria are attributed to youth restiveness, resulting from 
increasing unemployment, thus terrorists recruit the youth to carry out their destructive activities.  
Technical and Vocational Education is the solution to unemployment, this type of education has many 
trades that come under it as identified by the Federal Ministry of Education. The thirty four (34) 
trades are capable of empowering the youths with skills and at the end, they will be self-employed and 
may become employers of labour. Technical and Vocational Education is mostly concerned with 
production of goods and services that are essential to life. Apart from those trade listed, there are 
many more trades in this type of education that could be sources of employment for youths in Nigeria. 
Indeed, job creation for the youths will guarantee security for everyone, terrorists group and some 
misguided members of the society finds it difficult, who to enlist to carry out their nefarious activities. 
 
Recommendation 

The Federal Government in conjunction with the various State Governments should provide 
infrastructural facilities, equipment and tools in the senior secondary schools across the country to 
ensure the implementation of the developed senior secondary trade/entrepreneurship curriculum in 
thirty four (34) trade subjects. Technical and Vocational Education teacher programme in tertiary 
institutions should be expanded to give room for training of more teachers that would fit in to the 
system. 
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